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Overview
Core Value and Mindset

● Mission, Vision, and Values
● Growth Mindset
● Community-Informed Learning
● Equity and Access
● Leadership Vision

Curriculum & Learning Design

● Standards-Based & Industry-Veted
Curriculum

● Innovation through Partnerships
● Choice, Voice and Collaboration
● Access through Design
● Learning Material

Infrastructure

● Technology to Design, Iterate and
Collaborate

● Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
● Capacity Building
● Use of Time
● Learning Spaces

Student Learning
Products and Voice

● Personalized Learning
● Student Agency
● Academic Showcases
● Inquiry and Problem Solving
● College and Career Pathways

Inclusive Practices
Restructuring SPED resources and
diving deeper in inclusive practices.

Explicit Instruction in Reading
Use explicit instruction as our PIP to focus
on reading.  Review data team process to

look at student work for common
assessments.

PBL
Create/implement project-based learning units that incorporate student voice and

non-classroom learning spaces.

SEL
Choose Love Program professional

development.
Sense of Belonging and Emotional

Regulation.
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2022 Academic Plan, School Year 2022-23
Maunawili Elementary School

Developing a collaborative Academic Plan framed by the HIDOE Learning Organization is the foundation for a forward focused 3-Year Academic Plan. An effective Academic Plan utilizes
existing school resources to improve and/or introduce new ideas that accelerate the school community’s knowledge about ending achievement gaps and providing equitable services for all
students. A forward focused Academic Plan clearly describes a school’s Theory of Action that incorporates the following:1) analyzing data to explain achievement gaps; 2) incorporating
measurable outcomes that inform a school how to close the achievement gap; and 3) applying contextual and community measurements and assessments.

Starting from a comprehensive needs assessment, schools design measurable outcomes from the study of organizational, instructional, and student support systems. The measurable
outcomes are implemented and improved through Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycles, and systemized by leading indicators.

HIDOE Learning Organization

Pipeline of Emerging Ideas: To prepare for emerging trends, advancements and changes that impact education, ideas are tried and vetted by our
schools and teams, some will advance to support the core.
● The Pipeline of Emerging Ideas is linked to the HIDOE 2020-30 Strategic Plan (page 5).

Innovation in Support of the Core: New strategies and systems for delivering teaching and learning. High-Impact strategies: School Design,
Teacher Collaboration, Student Voice.
● The 3-Year Academic Plan incorporates School Design and Student Voice for Innovation in Support of the Core (pages 3-4).

Teaching & Learning Core: Focus: equity and excellence in core curriculum and supports
● The 3-Year Academic Plan is structured by the HIDOE Learning Organization, and it is founded on the Teaching & Learning Core (page 2).
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Teaching & Learning Core: Equity and Excellence
In order to address equity, list the targeted subgroup(s) and their identified needs. Specifying enabling activities in the academic plan should
address identified subgroup(s) and their needs.

Achievement Gap Theory of Action Enabling Activity

Identify and describe an achievement gap including but not limited
to Special Education or English Learners or any other sub group.
The description must be gathered from a CNA such as Title I,
WASC Self Study, International Baccalaureate, and may include
additional local measurements.

Closing the Gap:

● Our gap on SBA Language Arts is 21 points. Our high
needs population was 59% proficient compared to our
non-high needs population which was 80% proficient in
Language Arts.

● Our SPED population has decreased slightly from 17.6% in
school year (SY) 2020 - 2021 to 16.2% in SY 2021-2022.

● Inclusion rate went down from 47% to 45%.

● Need a common understanding of inclusive practices and
the criteria for determining the best placement for student
success.

What is your Theory of Action (if-then) to improve the achievement
gap?

Design Principle #1: Equity and Access:

● If we rethink the way we use our resources and how we
create schedules, then we can offer services in the least
restrictive environment and decrease the achievement
gap.

● If we receive professional development on inclusive
practices then special education teachers, general
education teachers, and educational assistants will have a
common understanding of expectations within an inclusive
model and the inclusion rate will increase and the
achievement gap will decrease.

What are your Enabling Activities to improve the achievement gap?

Enabling Activities:

● Prioritize services and allocate personnel based on student
needs rather than subject area/grade level. Create
schedules based on these student needs.

● All teachers will participate in training/review on inclusive
practices so teachers are prepared for possible  inclusion
classroom (i.e. inclusion model, responsibilities, teaching
style, etc)

● Co-teaching/Inclusion teams will determine which inclusive
model will be used that would best support student needs
and define responsibilities (grading, minutes, schedule,
etc.)
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Engagement/Student Voice:

● Scores in ELA and Math SBA have plateaued over the last
three years (ELA at 72% and 69% for the two years prior,
Math at 68%, 70%, 67% for the last three years)

● Classroom Engagement is the lowest category on the
Panorama survey for both grade 3 - 5 (71%) and grade 6
(47%)

Design Principle #1:Community-Informed
Instruction, Design Principle #2: Choice, Voice and
Collaboration and Design Principle #3: Learning
Spaces:

● If we receive professional development on problem-based
learning, then units can be created that increase student
voice, problem solving skills, and student engagement.

● If we provide multiple opportunities for students to practice
then we may have fewer students in RTI, help decrease
achievement gap, and student engagement may increase
because their self-confidence will increase.

Enabling Activities:

● All teachers will participate in complex training on
problem-based learning.

● Grade level learning teams will create and implement at
least one project-based unit that focuses on critical
thinking and incorporates student voice and
non-classroom learning spaces.

Reading:

● Scores in ELA and Math SBA have plateaued over the last
three years (ELA at 72% and 69% for the two years prior,
Math at 68%, 70%, 67% for the last three years)

● Our gap on SBA Language Arts is 21 points. Our high
needs population was 59% proficient compared to our
non-high needs population which was 80% proficient in
Language Arts

● Writing: Report cards: writing has the lowest proficiency
(67%) Information text (71%), Language (73%)

Design Principle #2: Standards-based and
Industry-vetted Curriculum:

● If we focus on the cycle of professional learning, then
teachers will use explicit instruction as part of their reading
instruction, and reading proficiency will increase.

● If we use explicit instruction strategies, then the
achievement gap will reduce with targeted students.

● If we refine the data team process within each learning
team to analyze student work and share strategies that are
working, then teachers will use data to intentionally inform
instruction and facilitate student growth and students will
perform better on classroom assessments, i-Ready, and
SBA.

● Writing is an area of a need but with a new curriculum and
the fact that we have not yet completed our professional
learning cycle on reading, we plan to finish our cycle on
reading and look at writing for school year 2023 - 2024.

Enabling Activities:

● All teachers will participate in professional development
on explicit instruction strategies and implement those
strategies in their instruction.

● Grade level learning teams will co-create common
assessments to determine writing/reading proficiency.

● Grade level learning teams will analyze common
assessments to improve instruction and determine for
whole-class instruction and instruction for targeted
students
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Social-Emotional Learning(SEL):

● Teachers report a need to develop an RTI system for
behavior social in the lens of MTSS.

● SEL Survey: Emotional regulation category lowest for both
grades 3-5 (50%) and grade 6 (51%): how well they
regulate their emotions

Design Principal #1: Mission, Vision, Values

● If we participate in professional learning on the Choose
Love Enrichment Program, then teachers and staff will
embed components within their instruction, and students
will feel more connected to the school as evidenced by
increase on the SEL Panorama Survey and positive scores
on the SEL survey will increase.

● If we build positive student relationships to incorporate
Choose Love then we will raise SEL Survey results overall
in the belonging and emotional regulation categories.

Enabling Activities:

● All teachers will participate in Choose Love professional
development and utilize strategies in their instruction.

● Faculty meetings to discuss Choose Love strategies to
utilize in the classroom (MTSS leads)

● Create and begin to implement an MTSS tiered system for
behavior  and social emotional needs.
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Innovation in Support of the Core: School Design and Student Voice
Describe here your complex/school contexts for School Design and Student Voice.
Describe here your current and continuing initiatives that will further advance your 2020-21 School Design and Student Voice.
Describe here your Conditions for Success for School Design and Student Voice.

SY 2021-22 Measurable Outcomes SY 2022-23 Measurable Outcomes SY 2023-24 Measurable Outcomes

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Design Principle #1: Equity and Access:

Student Outcomes:
● The gap in SBA Language Arts will reduce to 15 points;

this includes an increase in BOTH the non-high needs and
the high needs populations.

● Inclusion rate will increase to 50%.

● 100% of all high needs students will (1) meet or surpass
50% of their stretch growth goal on i-Ready by the Winter
i-Ready administration and (2) meet or surpass their
stretch growth goal after the Spring i-Ready administration
in Reading.

● 65% of all high needs students will be proficient on ELA
SBA

Teacher outcomes:
● 100% of teachers (related services, counselor, SBBH) will

analyze special education student behavior and academic
needs, create a spreadsheet to determine the anticipated
classroom supports (EA, special education teacher,
counselor, SBBH) and create schedules based on each
student’s needs.

● 100% of teachers will participate in training/review on

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.

Teacher outcome will continue.

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.

Teacher outcome will continue.
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inclusive practices.

● 100% of general education and special education
teachers will implement an inclusive model  to support
student needs.

Why are you implementing them?

Our special education population constitutes 16% of our student
population.  In addition, our gap rate is at 15 points with our high
needs students only at 59% proficient in English Language Arts.  In
addition our SBA scores have plateaued.   Scheduling has always
been a challenge at our school and we need to find more
innovative ways to meet student needs.  We also need to get
creative with our limited  resources to put student needs first.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

● SBA ELA data
● SBA ELA gap rate
● Increase in inclusion rate
● iReady data
● Spreadsheet document of services/ time blocks/service

providers
● Co-constructed criteria to measure the model’s

effectiveness.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

SY 2021-22 Measurable Outcomes SY 2022-23 Measurable Outcomes SY 2023-24 Measurable Outcomes

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Design Principle #1:Community-Informed
Instruction, Design Principle #2: Choice, Voice and
Collaboration and Design Principle #3: Learning
Spaces:

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.
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Student Outcomes:
● 100% of all students will participate in at least one

problem-based unit.

● Increase Classroom Engagement on the Panorama
survey for both grade 3 - 5 (80%) and grade 6 (80%)

Teacher outcomes:

● All learning teams will create at least one project-based
unit that focuses on critical thinking and  incorporates
student voice and non-classroom learning spaces. 100%
of teachers (related services, counselor, SBBH) will
analyze special education student behavior and academic
needs, create a spreadsheet to determine the anticipated
classroom supports (EA, special education teacher,
counselor, SBBH) and create schedules based on each
student’s needs.

● Increase Classroom Engagement on the Panorama survey
for both grade 3 - 5 (80%) and grade 6 (80%)

● 100% of teachers will participate in 3-day training for PBL

Teacher outcome will continue. Teacher outcome will continue.

Why are you implementing them? (what, By how much)

Project-based learning is a complex initiative in response to the
plateau of SBA proficiency scores.  Research has shown that PBL
increases students’ problem solving skills, engagement  and
collaboration skills.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

● SBA data

● Panorama Survey

● Student Feedback

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.
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SY 2021-22 Measurable Outcomes SY 2022-23 Measurable Outcomes SY 2023-24 Measurable Outcomes

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing? (Who & What, when

Design Principle #2: Standards-based and
Industry-vetted Curriculum:

Student Outcomes:

● 100% of all students will (1) meet or surpass 50% of their
stretch growth goal on i-Ready by the Winter i-Ready
administration and (2) meet or surpass their stretch growth
goal after the Spring i-Ready administration in Reading

● 80% of all students will be proficient on quarterly reading
Common Assessments.

● 85% of all students will receive an MP or better in reading
on quarterly report cards.

● 75% of all students will be proficient on ELA SBA.

Teacher outcomes:

● 100% of teachers will participate in professional
development on explicit instruction and implement those
strategies in their instruction.

● All grade level teams will co-create common assessments
to determine reading proficiency.

● All grade level learning teams will analyze common
assessments to improve instruction and determine next
steps.

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.

Teacher outcome will continue.

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.

Teacher outcome will continue.
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Why are you implementing them? (what, By how much)

After much discussion, the steering committee decided to focus on
reading as reading affects all other curricular areas. Report card
data, iReady data and intervention trends all pointed to reading
being a priority as a school wide need.

Writing is an area of a need but with a new curriculum and the fact
that we have not yet completed our professional learning cycle on
reading, we plan to finish our cycle on reading and look at writing
for school year 2023 - 2024.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

● SBA ELA data
● ELA Common Assessment data
● ELA i-Ready data in Winter and Spring
● Report Card data

● Walkthrough data
● Teacher artifacts
● Conversations in all teacher-collaboration teams focus on

reading as documented on minutes and student action
plans.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

SY 2021-22 Measurable Outcomes SY 2022-23 Measurable Outcomes SY 2023-24 Measurable Outcomes

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing? (Who & What, when

Design Principal #1: Mission, Vision, Values

Student Outcomes:
● The emotional regulation category will increase to 60%  for

grade 3-5 and to 61% for  grade 6 on the SEL survey.
● School-generated surveys indicating a positive response

for the Choose Love lessons.

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.

What are your Measurable Outcomes around School Design and
Student Voice? What are you designing?

Student outcome to increase by 5% from previous year.
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Teacher Outcomes:
● 100% of teachers will participate in professional

development in Choose Love
● 100% of teachers and implement a strategy (e.g. brave

breath) in their classrooms.
● 100% of staff analyze data and give feedback on

behavior/social emotional data collected using the
Universal Screener.

Teacher outcome will continue.
Teacher outcome will continue.

Why are you implementing them? (what, By how much)

With the recent covid situation and students doing distance
learning, our parents were reporting that students were not feeling
connected to school. There is a need to re-create that sense of
belonging we once had. In addition, on the SEL survey, the lowest
category for both grade bands was self-regulation. As we move
forward, focusing on students’ social-emotional well-being will be
key to getting back to “normal”.
In addition, teachers report a need to develop an RTI system for
behavior and SEL in the lens of MTSS

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

Why are you implementing them?

This is a short term goal leading to a long term goal.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

● SEL data
● School-created surveys
● RTI System for behavior and SEL

● Walkthrough data
● Teacher artifacts
● Conversations in all teacher-collaboration teams focus on

the whole child as documented on minutes and student
action plans.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

How will you know that they are causing an improvement?

Same as previous year.

.
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Innovation in Support of the Core: School Design and Student Voice
FOCUS ON SY 2020-21: Crosswalk enabling activities, measurable outcomes, and budget outlay and monitoring.

Baseline Measurements Formative Measures Summative Goals

● Baseline Common Assessments
● Baseline i-Ready Data

2021-2022 SBA data

● Quarterly Common Assessments
● Winter i-Ready Data

● Quarterly Common Assessments
● Spring i-Ready

Outcomes (SY 2021-22)

Measurable Outcome(s)

Design Principle #1: Equity and Access:
Enabling Activity

Duration
Fall, Spring,

Yearlong

Source of
Funds

Program ID

School Monitoring
Activity

Frequency
Quarter,

Semester,
Annual

Complex Monitoring Activity
(to be completed by CAS)

Student Outcomes:
● The gap in SBA Language Arts will

reduce to 15 points; this includes an
increase in BOTH the non-high needs
and the high needs populations.

● Inclusion rate will increase to 50%.

● 100% of all high needs students will (1)
meet or surpass 50% of their stretch
growth goal on i-Ready by the Winter
i-Ready administration and (2) meet or
surpass their stretch growth goal after the

Systems:
● Prioritize services and

allocate personnel based
on student needs rather
than subject area/grade
level.  Create schedules
based on these student
needs.

Yearlong ● Inclusive Practices
Needs Assessment

● Spreadsheet document
of services/ time
blocks/service providers

Annual

Professional Development:
● All teachers will participate

in training/review on
inclusive practices so

Yearlong WSF
$24,930
(Substitute
teachers

● Sign in Sheets
● Notes

Quarterly
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Spring i-Ready administration in Reading.

● 65% of all high needs students will be
proficient on ELA SBA

Teacher outcomes:
● 100% of teachers (related services,

counselor, SBBH) will analyze special
education student behavior and
academic needs, create a spreadsheet to
determine the anticipated classroom
supports (EA, special education teacher,
counselor, SBBH) and create schedules
based on each student’s needs.

● 100% of teachers will participate in
training/review on inclusive practices.

● 100% of general education and special
education teachers will implement an
inclusive model to support student
needs.

teachers are prepared for
possible  inclusion
classroom (i.e. inclusion
model, responsibilities,
teaching style, etc)

Learning
Team
Articulation,
i-Ready
Articulation)
42101

$11,780
(iReady
Subscription)
42101

Implementation:
● Co-teaching/Inclusion

teams will determine which
inclusive model will be used
that would best support
student needs and define
responsibilities (grading,
minutes, schedule, etc.)

Yearlong WSF
$24,930
(Substitute
teachers
Learning
Team
Articulation,
i-Ready
Articulation)
42101

● Learning Walks
● Meeting minutes
● Teacher reflection
● SPED Articulation

meeting notes

● SBA Gap
● Inclusion Rate
● iReady data
● SBA data

Quarterly
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Measurable Outcome(s)

Design Principle #1:Community-Informed
Instruction, Design Principle #2: Choice,

Voice and Collaboration and Design
Principle #3: Learning Spaces:

Enabling Activity
Duration
Fall, Spring,

Yearlong

Source of
Funds

Program ID

School Monitoring
Activity

Frequency
Quarter,

Semester,
Annual

Complex Monitoring Activity
(to be completed by CAS)

Student Outcomes:
● 100% of all students will participate in at

least one problem-based unit.

● Increase Classroom Engagement on the
Panorama survey for both grade 3 - 5
(80%) and grade 6 (80%)

Teacher outcomes:

● All learning teams will create at least one
project-based unit that focuses on critical
thinking and  incorporates student voice
and non-classroom learning spaces.
100% of teachers (related services,
counselor, SBBH) will analyze special
education student behavior and
academic needs, create a spreadsheet to
determine the anticipated classroom
supports (EA, special education teacher,
counselor, SBBH) and create schedules
based on each student’s needs.

● Increase Classroom Engagement on the
Panorama survey for both grade 3 - 5
(80%) and grade 6 (80%)

●100% of teachers will participate in 3-day
training for PBL

Professional Development
● All teachers will participate

in 3-day training for PBL

Yearlong
● Sign in Sheets
● Notes

Quarterly

Implementation
● Grade level learning teams

will create and implement
at least one project-based
unit that  focuses on critical
thinking and incorporates
student voice and
non-classroom learning
spaces.

Yearlong WSF
$24,930
(Substitute
teachers
Learning
Team
Articulation,
i-Ready
Articulation)
42101

● SBA ELA/Math data
● Common Assessment

data
● i-Ready data in Winter

and Spring

Quarterly
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Measurable Outcome(s)
Design Principle #2: Standards-based
and Industry-vetted Curriculum:

Enabling Activity
Duration
Fall, Spring,

Yearlong

Source of
Funds

Program ID

School Monitoring
Activity

Frequency
Quarter,

Semester, Annual

Complex Monitoring Activity
(to be completed by CAS)

Student Outcomes:

● 100% of all students will (1) meet or
surpass 50% of their stretch growth goal
on i-Ready by the Winter i-Ready
administration and (2) meet or surpass
their stretch growth goal after the Spring
i-Ready administration in Reading

● 80% of all students will be proficient on
quarterly reading Common Assessments.

● 85% of all students will receive an MP or
better in reading on quarterly report cards.

● 75% of all students will be proficient on
ELA SBA.

Teacher outcomes:

● 100% of teachers will participate in
professional development on explicit
instruction and implement those strategies
in their instruction.

● All grade level teams will co-create
common assessments to determine
reading proficiency.

● All grade level learning teams will analyze
common assessments to improve
instruction and determine next steps.

Professional Development:
● All teachers will participate

in professional
development on explicit
instruction strategies and
implement those strategies
in their instruction.

Yearlong $11,780
(iReady
Subscription)
42101

● Sign in
● Notes

● Learning Walks
● Artifacts

● Protocol
● Minutes

Quarterly

Implementation:
● The cycle of professional

learning will focus on
explicit instruction in
reading.

● Grade level learning teams
will co-create common
assessments to determine
reading proficiency.

● Grade level learning teams
will analyze common
assessments to improve
instruction and determine
next steps.

Yearlong WSF
$68,911.20 for
Coding, PE
and Music
teacher for
coverage for
Learning
Team time
42101

● Learning Walks
● iReady Daya
● Common Assessment

Data
● Report Card Grades

Quarterly
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Measurable Outcome(s)
Design Principal #1: Mission, Vision,
Values

Enabling Activity
Duration
Fall, Spring,

Yearlong

Source of
Funds

Program ID

School Monitoring
Activity

Frequency
Quarter,

Semester,
Annual

Complex Monitoring Activity
(to be completed by CAS)

Student Outcomes:
● The emotional regulation category will

increase to 60%  for grade 3-5 and to
61% for  grade 6 on the SEL survey.

● School-generated surveys indicating a
positive response for the Choose Love
lessons.

Teacher Outcomes:
● 100% of teachers will participate in

professional development in Choose Love
● 100% of teachers and implement a

Choose Love strategy (e.g. brave breath)
in their classrooms.

● 100% of staff analyze data and give
feedback on behavior/social emotional
data collected using the Universal
Screener.

SEL:
● All teachers will participate

in Choose Love
professional development
and utilize strategies in their
instruction.

● Faculty meetings to discuss
Choose Love strategies to
utilize in the classroom
(MTSS leads)

MTSS:
● Create and begin to

implement an MTSS tiered
system for behavior  and
social emotional needs.

Fall ● Sign in sheets
● Notes
● SEL Data
● Learning walks
● School-created Surveys

Quarterly
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Pipeline of Emerging Ideas: Pilot Projects and Design Thinking

When HIDOE references innovation and emerging ideas, the Department is responding to important mindsets that embrace new ideas, replace
dated practices, and strive for better solutions. Therefore, the Learning Organization must be prepared to uphold innovative learning
environments that elevate a school’s collective work, expand capacity to improve, and continuously advance student learning.

As the HIDOE 2030 Promise Plan is finalized, a “Forward Focused” Plan will be drafted to help school communities open conversations about
the Pipeline of Emerging Ideas.

School Ideas for Innovation and Pilot Projects Conditions for Success

While referencing the “Forward Focused” Plan, please describe your school’s ideas around
innovation and pilot projects. Your draft will be a valuable tool to collect feedback and solicit
support from the Complex Area Superintendent, parents, students, and community stakeholders.

Maunawili Elementary School won the Innovation Grant in-school year 2019 - 2020. With the
$10,000 they bought several iPads, iPencils, a Carvey machine and supplies for our 3D printer.  This
is hopefully the beginning of a Menehune Makerspace.  Our vision is to transform the library to be a
living, breathing makerspace where students can create, innovate, and let their imaginations help
them to problem solve and bring their ideas to fruition.  Due to covid, we haven’t been able to make
much progress onthis goal.

Please describe your Conditions for Success:

We hope to have students creating projects that can be shared at our annual Curriculum Fair and
perhaps to outside partners that might be interested in their solutions.  We hope to set up a system
where older students are the ones to mentor the younger students in this makerspace to create a
sense of ownership and stewardship for our younger students.
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